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Abstract—To overcome the product overload of Internet shoppers, we introduce a semantic recommendation procedure which is more efficient when applied to Internet shopping malls. The suggested procedure recommends the semantic products to the customers and is originally based on Web usage mining, product classification, association rule mining, and frequently purchasing. We applied the procedure to the data set of MovieLens Company for performance evaluation, and some experimental results are provided. The experimental results have shown superior performance in terms of coverage and precision.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Growing demands for the world-wide-web and the emergence of e-commerce have pushed designers to develop recommender systems [10]. Recommender systems are personalized information filtering technology used to either predict whether a particular user will like a particular item (prediction problem) or to identify a set of N items that will be of more interest to a certain user (top-N-recommendation problem). In recent years, recommender systems have been used in a number of different applications such as recommending products a customer will most likely buy; movies, TV programs, or music a user will find enjoyable; identifying web pages that will be of interest; or even suggesting alternate ways of searching for information [9].

The quality of the recommendations has an important effect on the customer’s future shopping behavior. Unqualified recommendations may cause two types of characteristic errors: false negative and false positive. The former refers the product that is not recommended, although the customer would prefer it, and the latter refers the product that is recommended, although the customer would not prefer it. In an e-commerce environment, the most important error that must be avoided is the false positive, since this error will lead to angry customers and thus they will be unlikely to revisit the site [4].

To date, most personalization systems have fallen into three major categories; manual decision rule systems, collaborative filtering systems, and content-based filtering systems [7]. Manual decision rule systems enforce administrator to specify rules based on static profiles or session histories. The rules are used to affect the content served to a particular user. Collaborative filtering systems take information in the form of user ratings or preferences, afterwards try to discover similarity between items or users and accordingly, recommend the product. Content-based filtering approach relies on content similarity of items to personal profiles obtained explicitly or implicitly from users [11].

Two approaches have been developed to realize the collaborative filtering-based systems. The first approach, referred to as user-based, relies on the fact that each person belongs to a larger group of similarly behaving individuals. As a result, the items frequently purchased by various members of the group can be used to form the basis for recommended items [1, 2, and 15]. The second approach, known as model-based, analyzes historical information to identify relations between different items, e.g., the purchase of an item often leads to the purchase of another item, and then uses these relations to determine the recommended items. User-based collaborative filtering approaches tend to produce systems that lead to higher quality recommendations in comparison with model-base schema [14]. But the complexity of computing each recommendation grows linearly with the number of users and items. These systems also have 'new item' problem which means that new items do not recommended until they are bought or visited by other customers.

Designing an effective recommender system must tackle into a number of challenges. One of them is the modeling and presenting recommendation items. Modeling of customers’ behavior is another challenge. Till now, there is no comprehensive model for customers’ behavior, but they can almost present customers’ behavior. The third challenge is the recommender algorithm and its quality. The last challenge is evolution of recommender system. There is not any criterion accepted by all for comparing recommendation systems [16, 17].

The new generations of Web personalization tools are attempting to incorporate techniques for pattern discovery from Web usage data. Web usage mining systems run any number of data mining algorithms on usage data which is gathered from one or more Web sites in order to discover user profiles. The increasing focus on Web usage data is due to several factors. The input is not a subjective description of the...
users by the users themselves, and thus is not prone to biases. The profiles are dynamically obtained from user patterns, and thus the system performance does not degrade over time as the profiles grow. Furthermore, using only the content similarity as a way to aggregate profiles may result in missing important semantic relationships between Web objects. Thus, Web usage mining can reduce the necessity for obtaining subjective user ratings or registration-based personal preferences [3, 5, 6, and 8].

Principal elements of Web personalization include the modeling of Web objects (for example, products or pages) and subjects (customers), categorization of objects and subjects, matching between and across objects and/or subjects, and determination of the set of actions to be recommended for personalization. In this paper we will employ all of these elements for web personalization. This paper has been organized as follows. In section 2 we model and classify products. Section 3 contains modeling of the customers. Recommendation procedure will be discussed in section 4. The experimental results are presented in section 5 and finally the paper will be concluded in section 6.

II. PRODUCT CLASS BY OWL

A (product) class is a set of products. Taking P as the set of all products in consideration, this class is a subset of P. A class can be defined by enumerating its members. Each class has several attributes. From among of these attributes, SubClassOf, WordNet, UNSPSC, ECLS@SS are very important. SubClassOf attribute is used for classification hierarchy. We use WordNet attribute for the meaning and purpose of the class. UNSPSC and ECLS@SS are used for mapping between classes of these classification system and standard classification systems. We define product in consideration as below.

Definition: A product set P over a set of products P is a 3-tuple< P, PC, PC1 >, where P is the set of all products (in consideration), PC = {PC1, PC2,...,PCn} is the set of all product classes that each class is in the form of (A, V). P= {P1, P2,...,Pn} is the set of all products. PC1 is the root product class. PCl=< {(A1, V1), (A2, V2),..., (An, Vn)}, R>, A1, A2, A3 and A4 attributes are used as SubClassOf, WordNet, UNSPSC and ECLS@SS property.

Using ontology and ontology languages for product classification system is the best choice. According to the studies that have been performed, OWL is selected as the best language from among the current ontology languages [25, 13]. The abilities of OWL ontology language consider the requirements of electronic catalog [26]. In this paper, we will present electronic catalog using OWL ontology language.

We must use ontology primitives for modeling e-catalogs. Each of current concepts in e-catalogs is mapped equivalently in OWL ontology language. Classes of products will be presented by class in ontology language [12, 8]. Product specifications will be described using object attributes. In this model, class hierarchy in electronic catalogs will be implemented with ISA or SubClassOf primitive. And finally, restrictions on the class or attribute are modeled using Domain, Range, etc.

![Fig. 1 Camera Class Definition in RDF](image1.png)

Product Information is set of attributes and values. For example, 'Camera' product has color attribute that has 'silvery' value. This data modeling was supported by RDF. RDF data modeling is A (O, V) where 'O' object has 'A' attribute that its value is 'V'. Camera class is a subclass of electronic devices which its type is 'camera'. It has sensor, prodNum, lens, dimension and retailPrice attributes. The camera class with its corresponding attributes is shown in Fig. 1.

In this model, each class also has UNSPSC, ECL@SS and other attributes. These attributes help customers to compare products among electronic markets. This class and one of its attributes are modeled as below.

<OWL: Class RDF: ID='Camera'>
<RDFS: SubClassOf RDF: resource =' #Electronic Device ' />
<OWL: Restriction>
<owl: Domain rdf: Resource=' #Camera'/>
<owl: Range rdf: Resource=' #integer'/>
</OWL: Restriction>

<owl: Restriction>
</owl: Restriction>

'Film Camera' class is a subclass of 'camera' class. This class inherits all of the attributes of super class and has other attributes such as 'filmSize', 'loading', and 'filmSpeed'. As you can see in Fig. 2, the value of sensor attribute of this class is 'film'. OWL ontology language will provide this restriction by using <OWL: restriction> tag. Implementation of this class in OWL ontology language is similar to 'camera' class.

![Fig. 2 Film Camera Class Definition](image2.png)

<owl: Class RDF = 'Film Camera'>
<RDFS: SubClassOf RDF: Resource=' #Camera'/>
<owl: Restriction>
</owl: Restriction>
Fig. 3 Instance of Camera Class

'C' high end digital camera' is subclass of both 'digital camera' and 'high end camera'. We can present this situation using <OWL: Unionof> tag in OWL. If a class is defined by this tag, it inherits all of the attributes from super classes. Also, <OWL: Intersectionof> tag is used for intersection of two classes.

We can define class instances in OWL language (See fig 3). For example, 'Camera-Sony-2040' is instance of 'camera' class.

We can improve this model using other primitives of OWL. <OWL: disjointwith> tag is used for defining independent classes. We will use <OWL: equivalentclass> tag for two class that are the same. In OWL, the maximum and minimum of an attribute will be determined using <OWL: maxcardinality> and <OWL: mincardinality> tags. Finally, we have a classification hierarchy for products after using these primitives from OWL language as you can see in Fig. 4.

III. CUSTOMER CLASS BY OWL

The proposed system classifies customers using the same model which is used for product classification. It has defined a number of attributes for each customer class such as name, description, genre, and so on.

Definition: A customer set \( C_i \) over a set of Customers \( C \) is a 3-tuple \( \langle C, CC, CC_i \rangle \), where \( C \) is the set of all products (in consideration), \( CC = \{ CC_1, CC_2, ..., CC_i \} \) is the set of all customer classes that each class is in the form of \( \{ (A, V), R \} \).

C = \{ \( C_1, C_2, ..., C_i \) \} is the set of all customers. \( CC_1 \) is the root customer class. \( CC_i = \{ (A_1, V_1), (A_2, V_2), ..., (A_m, V_m) \} \), \( R > \). \( A_1, A_2, A_3 \) and \( A_4 \) attributes are used for SubClassOf, WordNet, UNSPSC and ECL@SS property.

IV. RECOMMENDATION PROCEDURE

This paper suggests a methodology for personalized recommendations in an e-commerce environment. The methodology consists of five phases as shown in Fig. 5. The recommendation problem should be initiated by classifying the products and customers to improve the analyze process of similar customers and products. In phase II, active customers will be selected by considering a number of previous recommendations. The system does not recommend to a customer if the number of earlier recommendations to his/her has not exceeded a dedicated amount of threshold. Class of customer has been determined in phase III. The next two steps contribute in the process of performing recommendation, utilizing the proposed rating matrix.

A. Identify Active Customers

Making recommendation, only the customers who are likely to buy the recommended products are considered. Since, the false positives of a poor recommendation will be avoided. This phase performs the role of selecting such customers based on previous Top-N Recommendations.

The recommendation system maintains previous Top-N Recommendation in the profile of each customer. The profile of one customer includes two parts. First part is used for
presenting personal information such as instanceOf, numRecommend, name, age, location and etc. InstanceOf is used to indicate that to which class the customer belongs. A number of previous recommendations are maintained by numRecommend.

If the number of previous recommendations of one customer exceeded to maxRecommend (which is maintained in customer class), the system deactivates this customer and in future do not recommend any product to her/his. The customer will be active when he/she purchases some of products where the numRecommend variable will be reset to zero to let the system re-recommends the products to this customer.

Above formation shows that one purchase has occurred by a customer with CID code at Date., indicates the total number of purchasing items which is obtained by calculating \( n_1 + n_2 + \ldots + n_x \). In CPR matrix, row \( a \) contains these values with respect to purchase of current customer where these values must be refined as below:

\[
CP[R][a][] = \left[ \frac{(\alpha_1 + n_1)}{(100 + t)} \right] \left( \frac{(\alpha_2 + n_2)}{(100 + t)} \right) \ldots 
\]

C. Customer Class Discovery

A formal definition of classification will not be attempted; for our purposes it is sufficient to think of classification as describing the process by which a classificatory system is constructed. The word classification is also used to describe the result of such a process. Although indexing is often thought of as classification we specifically exclude this meaning. A further distinction to be made is between classification and diagnosis. Every language is very ambiguous on this point:

- How would you classify (identify) this?
- How are these best classified (grouped)?

The first example refers to diagnosis whereas the second talks about proper classification [23]. In this section we study how to diagnose the class of one object.

VSM\(^1\) has been selected as the best approach to diagnose the class of one object [22, 24]. It is standard technique in information retrieval. The VSM allows decisions to be made about to which class each object belongs. It follows these steps:

- Users select attributes of the current object from among of the all attributes and assign values to them.
- Equivalents of each attribute will be determined using WordNet ontology and one set is created for each attribute.
- Classes of catalog that have the same attributes as current object is determined.
- The cosine similarity between selected classes and current object is calculated.
- User selects the best class from among of output classes.

The next subsection describes the proposed recommendation algorithm.

D. Making Recommendation

One of the most remarkable characteristics of a successful algorithm is the range of products that is recommended by that. Hence, in the proposed algorithm, we divide Top-N-Recommendation between overall product classes. This algorithm recommends some of the products in each class of product classes based on the rating amounts in CPR matrix. Suppose that row \( a \) of CPR matrix contains these values,

\[
CP[R][a][] = \left[ \alpha_1, \alpha_2, \alpha_3, \ldots, \alpha_x \right]
\]

\(^1\) Vector Space Model
The algorithm recommends $\alpha_1 \times 100$ percent of Top-N-Recommendation from PC$_1$ class. This means that $\alpha_1 \times N$ percent of recommendations in Top-N-Recommendation belong to products in class PC$_1$. Similarly, $\alpha_2 \times 100$ percent of Top-N-Recommendation belong to products in PC$_2$ class and so on.

The customer sequence in the proposed recommendation system is shown in Fig. 8. In the next section, our proposed method is investigated doing some evaluation tests.

V. EVALUATION

A. Dataset

We used data from our MovieLens recommender system, MovieLens is a web-based research recommender system that debuted in fall 2003 [19]. Each week hundreds of users visit MovieLens to rate and receive recommendations for movies. The site now has over 6000 users who have expressed opinions on 4000 movies. We randomly select enough users to obtain 200,000 ratings from the database. We divided the database into 80% training set and 20% test set. We performed our procedure on the training set and compared its results with test set.

B. Evaluation Metric

To evaluate top-N recommendation, a widely used metric in information retrieval (IR) community, namely precision [21] has been utilized. But, we have slightly modified the definition of precision as our experiment in the sense that we have a fixed number of recommended items. In the first step, the algorithm works on the training portion of data where top-N set will be generated as the set of recommendations (for each customer). Our main goal is to look into the test set and match the newly recommended products with previously generated top-N set. Products that appear in both sets are members of a special set, which is called the hit set. We now define precision metrics in our context as bellow:

- **Precision.** Which is defined as the ratio of hit set size to the top-N set size, i.e., \( \text{precision} = \frac{\text{size of hit set}}{\text{size of top-N set}} \).

- **Recall.** We define recall as the ratio of hit set size to the test set size, i.e., \( \text{recall} = \frac{\text{size of hit set}}{\text{size of test set}} \).

These two measures are, often conflicting in nature. For instance, increasing the number N tends to increase recall but decrease precision. The fact that both are critical for the quality judgment leads us to use a combination of them. In particular, we use the standard \( F1 \) Metric that gives equal weight to both of them and is computed as

\[
F1 = \frac{2 \times \text{Recall} \times \text{Precision}}{\text{Recall} + \text{Precision}}
\]

We compute \( F1 \) for each individual customer and calculate the average value as our metric.

Coverage measures the percentage of the universe of items that the recommendation system is capable of recommending. For the prediction task, it is calculated as the percentage of unrated items, a rating for which can be predicted by the system. An alternative is to calculate coverage as the percentage of items of interest to a user rather than considering the complete universe of items.

C. Experimental Results

In this section we present and discuss the evaluation results for this recommender algorithm. The algorithm utilizes the data set described above as input and the produced recommendations were evaluated using the useful recommendations identified by two types of customers. First, we evaluate our algorithm for recommending to new customers. Afterwards, it is evaluated for customers that have earlier purchase.

Considering the coverage metric, the result of evaluating our algorithm for two types of customers has been shown in Fig. 9. We calculate coverage metric for the number of the classes of this dataset. Coverage metric change between 0.7 to 0.2 and means our algorithm be able to recommend 20 to 70 percent of the all products from 21 product classes.
Considering F1 metric, the results of the custom implementation of our algorithm are presented in Fig.10. These results have been acquired when the customer is new and had not have any purchases in the past. As you can see, F1 metric is optimal when the number of recommendation is around 30.

This algorithm can recommend better product to customer when it knows the previous actions of the customer. It will be determined purchasing set of the customer and customers in his/her class. The algorithm uses association rules for specifying recommended products. We apply Apriori algorithm for mining association rules and its result will be recommend to customer. As you can see in Fig.11 recommending products to earlier customers have better results, considering F1 metric. F1 metric will increase as the number of recommendations increase.

VI. CONCLUSION

Recommender systems benefit customers by enabling them to find products they like. Conversely, they help the business by generating more sales. These systems are rapidly becoming a crucial tool in E-commerce on the web. New technology are being introduced to enhance user experience and increase sales. These systems are rapidly becoming a crucial tool in E-commerce on the web. New technology are being introduced to enhance user experience and increase sales.

In this paper, we introduce a procedure for recommending products to customers. We model products and users information using OWL ontology language. Using this approach, sellers recommend semantic object to customers. Our algorithm do not have ’New Item’ problem since we classify the products and the users based on their property. The experimental results have shown superior performance in terms of coverage and precision.
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